Reconstruction in image space using basis functions for partially parallel imaging.
General theory of a new reconstruction technique for partially parallel imaging (PPI) is presented in this study. Reconstruction in Image space using Basis functions (RIB) is based on the general principle that the PPI reconstruction in image space can be represented by a pixel-wise weighted summation of the aliased images directly from undersampled data. By assuming that these weighting coefficients for unaliasing can be approximated from the linear combination of a few predefined basis functions, RIB is capable of reconstructing the image within an arbitrary region. This paper discusses the general theory of RIB and its relationship to the classical reconstruction method, GRAPPA. The presented experiments demonstrate RIB with several MRI applications. It is shown that the performance of RIB is comparable to that of GRAPPA. In some cases, RIB shows advantages of increasing reconstruction efficiency, suppressing artifacts and alleviating the nonuniformity of noise distribution. It is anticipated that RIB would be especially useful for cardiac and prostate imaging, where the field of view during data acquisition is required to be much larger than the region of interest.